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In this paper, we present the systematic realizations for general
matrix fraction description G * P0 R, and for the matrix fraction PO~*
and Q~*R. The realizations are based on the Kalman-Fuhrmann realization
theory and the dual theory. By choosing the proper basis for the state
space of the system, the realizations appear to be very simple. The
realizations of P0~* and Q~*R are just in a similar way to the
realizations of single-variable systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many minimal realizations for matrix fraction description of linear
dynamic systems has been proposed in last two decades. For single-
variable systems, two well known realization forms are the controller
canonical form and observer canonical form ll). Usually, they are called
controllable and observable canonical forms, see, e.g., I.2.3J. In the
forms, all nontrivial elements in the state space expression A, b, c, are
all directly from the coefficients of the denominator and numerator of
the transfer function of the system, as long as the denominator is monic.
The forms are so nice that researchers have been persistently looking for
the similar forms in the minimal realization for multiyariable systems.
This kind realizations are presented, for example, in ('I. We note that
there are another two realization forms for single-variable systems,
called the controllability and observability forms in 111, where the
nontrivial elements in the matrix A are from the denominator of the
transfer function, however, the nontrivial elements in b and c are from
the Markov parameters. These forms are also developed to fit in the
multivariable systems 'l'. As expected, all forms in multivariable case
are no longer as neat as the ones for single-variable case. They also
lost the canonicallility. One may ask: Is there any realization for
multivariable systems being more similar to the ones for single-variable
systems? The answer is positive.

In '4', Kalman gave the linear dynamic.systems with the module
structure interpretation. Later, Fuhrmann '5,6' developed the
realization theory given there. Three different fractions were
considered, i.e., the systems are fractioned by O R , PO , and the
general matrix fraction description PO R. In '7,8 , the realization was
further discussed.

The core of the Kalman-Fuhrmann realization is a Q-module over the
s-polynomials. This module in practice is represented by a linear vector
space — the state space. The matrix A of the realization function as
:he shifting operator in the module, the matrix B maps the input space
into the module and the matrix c maps the vectors in the module to the
output space. We note that this realization theory provides an
opportunity to build up a set of simple realization for multivariable
systems. In addition, the realization are with obvious physical
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In multivariable system, due to the different fraction, the
numerical matrix can be sitting on one side, e.g., in Q~*R or PO , or,
on both sides, in PQ^R. We call PO-1R as the general matrix fraction
description, and take O R and PQ~* as the special cases of PO~*R.

In this paper, we start from the general matrix function description
G(s) = PQ~*R. The Kalman-Fuhrmann realization regarding to this fraction
will be discussed. Without loss of generality, we assume that Q is row
reduced with the row degree coefficient matrix I. Since the Q-oodule
itself is a vector space over a field, we build up a standard basis for
the vector space according to the row degrees of Q. Thus, the shifting
matrix A can be established in a similar way to the one in the observer
form for single-variable systems. Accordingly, the matrix B can be set
up with the coefficients in R, the matrix C can then be found from the
Markov parameters of the subsystem PQ"1.

If we let the denominator polynomial matrix Q be column reduced, a
realization in the dual forms is easily deduced.

In both forms, we can let P or R be identity matrix. Thus, four
realization forms based on Q~*R and PQ"1 can be named as controller,
observer, controllability and observability forms. These forms are all
very similar to the corresponding forms of single-variable systems.

In the following, we first discuss the minimal realization for the
general matrix fraction description PQ R, where 0 is row reduced, by
applying the Kalman-Fuhrmann realization theory. The dual ease, where 0
is column reduced will be briefly discussed. Then, the realizations for
four special cases by PQ~* and 0~*R are presented, which are probably
more useful in practice. A conclusion follows.

II. THE MINIMAL REALIZATIONS FOR PQ"1R

In this section, we present the Kalman-Fuhrmann realization theory
for the general matrix fraction PQ~*R. A proper basis for the state
space of the realization will be chosen. A realization scheme will then -
be proposed and verified. The dual case will also be considered.

In the following text, F denotes a field, F n denotes the n-triple
vector space in F. Let F[s] be the polynomial ring over the field F, and
Fn[s] be the set of polynomials with coefficients in Fn. Let Fn(s)
denote the rational functions with coefficients in Fn. A map if is
defined "such that irFn(s) is the strictly proper part of Fn(s). Thus, an
arbitrary n-tuple polynomial vector q, q E Fn(s), can be written as

g * irg + g

where g e Fn[s].

Consider a given q x q nonsingular polynomial matrix 0(s). The
polynomial vectors f in Fq[s], such that Q~*f is strictly proper,
construct a vector space KQ. In particular, if Q is row reduced, K Q is
spanned by all q-tuple polynomial vectors with the row degrees less th<
the corresponding row degrees of Q. As shown by Kalman '4', K Q is a
module over F^[s], Now, the map ^ Q is defined for the q-tuple
polynomials by

than

•Kpf - *Q(Q f), f e Fq[«]



i . e . , for any q-tuple polynomial vector f, ifnf i s the part of f, which
belongs to KQ.

G be
Let the general matrix fraction of the p x r strictly proper system

G « PQ~1R (1)

where Q is a q x q nonsingular polynomial matrix. The Kalman-Fuhrmann
realization {A, B, C; can be shown as follows:

B:

A:

C:

u B- -rr fRui

f H. (PO^^j .

where u is the input, and (PQ~*f)i, is from the Markov parameters of
PQ"2f, i.e., from

PQ lf).s

To accomplish the realisation, we need first to choose a basis for
the vector space of KQ, and furthermore, to express the basis in a
constant vector form. Consider the general matrix fraction of (1),
without loss of generality, we assume that Q is row reduced with row
degrees m£, i = 1, ..., q, and the row degree coefficient matrix of Q is
an identity matrix. Thus, all vectors in KQ must meet the requirement:
their ith row degree should be less than m£, i * 1, ..., q. Thus, a
natural basis for KQ can be chosen as follows

0
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0

C3)

sk l"

0

0

•

• •
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•
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0

sk2

0

•

0 s <!

where

0 < k. < m.-l , i * 1, ..., q

In a strictly proper system G - PQ R, the row degrees of R are not
necessarily less than the corresponding row degrees of Q, hence, we
perform the operation "ITQ on R, and have

Then, we write

Q ' (4)



R = di

+ diagjs * fR
|B

(5)

where

D • maxim. 1

i s the observability index of G, and

rs
mi"j i

• IS • I

= ° " i - [ • ' • • - . . v i j • 3 ' 0 > I •
Since m ̂  m., for all i, some elements in the diagonal matrices

diag{smi"j} , 2 < j < m

may have the negative s-powers. These elements are used to keep a neat
realization form, and the corresponding state space, called the redundant
state space, will be deleted in the final step of the realization. Now,
the realization matrices A and B can be shown as follows:

Qm
-Qm-1

Sm "
R m-1

-Ql

Since all row degrees of R are less than the corresponding row
degrees of Q, for every u in Fr, Ru belongs to Ko* Thus, we choose B
just according to the basis shown in (2), in the sequence of (61. In. the
following, we show tha shifting function of A. Let f belong to K Q . Let
f « sf. The function of A operated on f should yield Tlqf'. We denote
the column expression of the polynomial vector, for example, f, according
to the basis shown in (6), by f. The column expression of ifpf can be
found by

- [Q *O£I 3(Q f )u -

*

But we have

Qm-1
•
•
•
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•
•
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•
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"Qm-lfl

Thus, the shifting function of A i s proved.



The matrix C of the realization should be determined by the Markov
parameters of the subsystem PQ~ . We have

PQ-1 w '11 W,.V1 *Cw,21 Is-2

where w£j's are the p x 1 vectors, i • 1, 2, ... , j « 1, 2, ... q.

By using che same basis as that of (6), we write the q-tuple
polynomial vector, f £ KQ, by

f '

Thus,

I ni-2

, - l i m ITsPQ^f = l im TTsWf
1 s*00 s-**0

lim ~...W1

m 5 2
8 -

"I"1

™-l

lim

I s

f,

Hence, we have

W

An interpretation is due at this point for the realization (6,6').
The matrix A plays an important role in the realization. First of
all, the matrix A defines the state space of the realization, according
to the basis shown in (6), which is in fact from the row degrees of O.
Secondly, for any f belonging to KQ, the left multiplication of A is s
one step shift as can be seen from (7). The matrix C picks up the one
step delayed output from the vector in K Q . An arbitrary input from the
input space is mapped by B into the state space of the realization.
Thus, CBu is the one step delayed putput due to the input u. Since
ABu is the one step shifted input, then,CABu is the two step shifted
output, and so on for all CA1Bu, i • 1, ... . Hence, the dynamic system
can be expressed by the Markov parameters consisted of the matrices of
the realization, i.e.,



G « PQ~1R CBs"1 + CABs"1 +...+ +...

To achieve the minimal realization, the redundant state space in A,
i.e., those corresponding to the basis with negative s-powers, oust be
deleted. At the same time, the same rows and columns in B and C,
respectively, have also to be deleted.

We show an example to illustrate the realization procedure.

Example 1:

Consider the strictly proper system

G « P(f *R
-1

We note that the denominator matrix Q is row reduced with row degree
coefficient matrix I. Two row degrees of Q are 2 and 3, respectively.
Thus, we write

Q - diag{s2, s3} + diag{s, s2} Qj + diagfl, s} Q2 + diagfs"1, l} Q

»2J
1

OJ

3

b 0'

Since the row degrees of R are less than the corresponding row degrees of
Q, we can write

R " diag{s, s2} Rj + diagll, s} R2 + diagfs"
1, ll R3

-V

1 n L1 -u
We write the realization matrices A and B, which are not necessarily
minimal

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 - 1

1

- 1

0
-1
0
0
-1
0

-1
•*• •*• s

•*• 1 •*•

+ 1 *
«- 5 +

«- S •

B =

'0 0"
1 - 1
0 0
0 1

To find C, we have

' l l
PQ"1 - W - (wt, W, J s " 1 + (W,, W , , V 2 + (»„ W,Js~3

i:
21 22

-2

31 32'

"I -3

+ . . .

Thus,



+
"0

w -
0

0

0

0

After deleting the redundant state spacg,^which is indicated in A,
B, C, ve have the minimal realization {A,B,C;:

A =

0
0
0
1
0

0 0
0 -1
0 0
0 0
1 -1

-1"
0
0
-1
0

; B -

"i
0
0
1
0

- 1 "
0
1
0
0

; c
o
o

1 -1 -
1 0 1

In the next, we discuss the dual realization of the one of (6,6').
The system is also fractioned as that in (1). The only difference
is that the denominator matrix Q is colusnn reduced, not necessarily
row reduced.

Let the column degree coefficient matrix of 0 be I, and the ith
column degree be m^. i = 1, 2, ..., q.

Q «= diag{sni} + Ojdi + ...+ (8)

In a similar way to the realization presented above, we find P
from P, such that the column of^P are less than the corresponding
column degrees of Q, and write P in the same way to (8). Thus, the
realization matrices A and C are

<m-l

V m-1

We also can find the matrix B from the Markov parameters of the
subsystem Q~*R in a similar way to the one in (6 1).

It is interesting to note that the Kalman-Fuhrmann theory cannot be
applied to the dual realization, and a further study is believed to be
necessary. However, the realization may be interpreted in another point
of view. It is noticed that the Kalman theory for the dynamic systems is
in essential as same as that called Nerode equivalence. See, for example,
ill, where the state space of the dynamic system is identified from the
input space. From this point of view, the dual realization can be
interpreted in this way : the state space of the system is identified
from the output space.

III. FOUR REALIZATIONS FOR PQ and O~1R

In Section II, we presented two realizations for PQ R. Although
the fraction PQ^R is a general one, in practice, the matrix fraction
description PQ"1 and Q-1R may be more often used. In this section, we
present the realization for PQ"1 and Q"1R. The realization for the left
matrix fraction Q~*R, where Q is row reduced, was first proposed in • 91.
The realization is in a very similar form to the canonical observable
form of single-variable systems, and all nontrivial elements in the
realization are directly from the coefficients of Q and R.



We assume that Q is row reduced with row degrees mj, i « 1, 2, ... t
The row degree coefficient matrix is I. Thus, Q can be written as in
(4). Since Q R is strictly proper, the row degrees of R must be less
than the corresponding row degrees of Q. Hence, we write R by (5). The
realization is simply as

A

-Ql
Rl J

C - [0 ... 0 i]

where C is from

Cf - «f

lim Q"1

lim

."I" 1

^.sV1

= lim Q " 1 diagfs*1} (...'s^Iq | Iq)f

= (o ... 0 iYf

The observability of the realization can be easily verified by
using the form (9). If Q and R are left coprime, the controllability
of the realization can also be easily verified by using the existing
result of the resultant matrix, see '9'. --

The redundant state space can always be deleted at the last step,
even some operations of the matrices A, B, C are involved. We note
•that the operation are easier if we use the neat form in (SO. All
rows in 0£, R±, i = 1, 2, ... q, and columns in C, corresponding to
the redundant state are identically zgroA Thus, the operations by
using (A, B, C} and the minimal set 1A, B, c] are with no
substantial difference.

Following I 1', we call the realization to be in observer form. The
controller form is ready for the fraction PQ~* with Q column reduced,
which can be taken as the dual case of the controller form realization.
In particular, it can be written as

i;

n-1

Consider the fraction PQ t where Q is row reduced with row degrees
mi, i » 1, 2, ... q, the row degree coefficient matrix of Q is I. Write
Q i n the form of (4}. Note that in this case, PQ"1 v- *•*--
special case of PQ~"R, Q is row reduced, and R » I.

can be seen as the
The matrices A and



B are written as that of (6). The matrix B consists of O's and an I,
with some row permutations. In particular, the 1 in the ith column of
B should be in the row corresponding to the zero s-power basis of ith
row of Q. The matrix C is written out by the Markov parameters of PO. .
The following example illustrates the realization.

Example 2:

We take the left part of the system used in Example 1, i.e.,

2
+

The realization then is

0
0
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
-1
Q
0
-1

:•..]
0
-1
0
0
-1
o .

• Ti ss
1 •*>

0
0
1
0
0

.0

0
1
0
0
0
0

ro o o I -l -f|
1.0 0 0 1 0 1 J

After deleting the redundant state, we have a minimal realization.

Since the Markov parameters used in the realization can be
obtained from the impulse response of the system, and are always
recorded and used in the identification of transfer function, this
realization is easy to use in practice.

Also following 111, we call the realization in the controllabilxty
form.

It is of interest to see that in PQ , when Q is column reduced, the
strict properness can be insured by the less column degrees of P, hence,
the controller realization simply uses the coefficients in Q and P; when
Q is row reduced, no rule can be found to insure the strict properness
from the row or column degrees of P, thus, the matrix C can no longer be
found from the coefficients of P, instead, it is found from the Markov
parameters.

This realization is also, in fact, identical with the Nerode
realization ' 1', if we disregard some row and column permutations.
However, it is in a simpler and more systematic way.

The observability realization form for Q R, where O is column
reduced, is easy to find in a similar way.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented the systematic realizations for PQ~*R,
PQ-1 amd Q-^Rj based on the Kalman-Fuhrmann realization theory and the
dual theory. By choosing the proper basis, the realizations appear to be
very simple. The realization of PQ"1 and O R can be taken as the
extensions of the realization for single-variable system.



It is believed that the realizations presented in this paper are
beneficial to the better understanding of the dynamical systems, »nd the
relations of state space description and matrix fraction description of
the systems.
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